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What is Hanover 2026?


A blueprint to inform the future of responsible economic development in
the Township over the next decade as the Township approaches its 350th
Anniversary in 2026.



This comprehensive, strategic economic development program aspires to
leverage Hanover’s strengths, realize its opportunities, and confront and
(where possible) mitigate weaknesses and threats.



Using the master plan as a guide, the process will be dynamic and evolve
with changes in the Township’s demographic trends.



This document is the product of extensive research and discussion by the
membership of EDAC, an advisory committee that does not make policy
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Situation Assessment:

Great Things Are Happening In Hanover
•

•

Since 2009-10, when Hanover faced a
ratables “crisis,” the Township has
leveraged a business-friendly mindset, its
location and infrastructure, and the
availability of prime sites to attract and
grow a diverse base of corporate
residents, and remediate numerous
contaminated sites
With a restored tax base, EDAC has
redirected its primary focus from business
attraction and retention to what
Hanover Township is, will be and should
aspire to become in the coming years.
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Situation Assessment:

2010 – 2017: Redevelopment Sites Transformed
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Situation Assessment:

Key Indicators – Ratables & Property Taxes
These additions and expansions have driven
significant ratables growth…

…and a substantial swing in
ratables sourcing.

From 2010 to 2016, Hanover Township’s
adjusted average residential property
taxes have declined slightly – vs. a
statewide increase of some 5.4%
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Situation Assessment:
Key Indicators - Population

There has been limited population growth…
2010

2016

% Change

13,712

14,608

6.53%

The median age of Township residents has
increased since 2010 and exceeds national,
state and county averages

…but K-8 school population has gradually declined.
Hanover Township Public Schools
K-8 District Enrollment 2011-2016
1,480
1,460
1,440
1,420
1,400
1,380
1,360

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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Situation Assessment:
A Gradually Evolving Market



The dramatic inflation in residential sales prices from 2000 – 2010 has largely cooled…
…and, while the vast majority of Township housing remains owner-occupied, the
percentage of renter-occupied units has and is projected to continue to increase
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Situation Assessment:

What questions are raised by the data?


With the “ratables crisis” of 2010 relieved, EDAC’s focus has evolved from an emphasis on
redevelopment of underutilized sites to absorbing growth and leveraging the opportunities
created by the Township’s redevelopment successes to deliver optimal quality of life for both
residents and local businesses



However, changing demographics and external influences leave unanswered questions,
largely involving future residential development/redevelopment:


Does the Township offer sufficient housing for Seniors/”empty nesters,” and/or Millennials
and younger residents?



Is the Township’s housing “mix” sufficient to accommodate large employers?



How can the Township facilitate the development of more amenities?



How will demographic changes impact Township services?



How will COAH impact the Township?
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Subcommittees
Created in the fall of 2015 to evaluate and assess critical drivers
identified by EDAC as a whole, these groups were tasked with
developing strategic and achievable recommendations to the Township
Drivers

Members



Communication



Dan Breen, Rich Campbell, Ron Francioli



Balancing Redevelopment
& Quality of Life



Rocco Siino, Art Linfante, Danny Bonilla,
Chris Conklin



Data



Tom Hoblitzell, Michael Lu



Transportation



Maria Sheridan, John Ferramosca, Stan
Omland
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Communication
An essential component of informing the community


Objective: Evaluate and identify
means to enhance communication
with residents and local businesses, as
well as external outreach within the
region and state.
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Communication


Conclusions/Recommendations
The means by which residents receive information has
changed dramatically and is constantly evolving. The
Township needs to be proactive in responding to these
changes and providing factual information.
 Continuous improvement of existing platforms
(newsletter, E-Blast, website) via e.g., expanded
distribution, cost efficiencies and format refinements.
 Secure prompt approval for municipal social media
platform(s) and launch timeline.




Evaluate and implement creation of “communications
officer” role within Township.
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Balancing Redevelopment and
Quality of Life

Attract/retain strong ratables while maintaining suburban character



Objective: EDAC recognizes the need to
maintain a strong ratable base and a
diverse, dynamic business community, while
retaining the suburban character of the
Township and continuing the provision of
amenities that are important to its residents.
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Balancing Redevelopment and
Quality of Life


Conclusions/Recommendations


Residents want a place to “live, work, and play” (socialize) – a “town center.”


The Township has a unique opportunity to provide this vital amenity by facilitating strategic
redevelopment of the roughly 140 acres between Route 10 (Algonquin Pkwy to Parsippany Rd.)
and Eden Lane (inclusive of Pine Plaza).



Development of this area is inevitable and will have the most significant impact on the
character of Hanover’s community.



The Township Committee should leverage both internal and external expertise to develop a
clear "end game" for a balanced redevelopment program in this area of the Township. The
plan should:


Promote the goals and objectives of a balanced redevelopment philosophy;



Be grounded in economic feasibility; and



Recognize and be responsive to demographic and real estate trends.
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Balancing Redevelopment and
Quality of Life


Conclusions/Recommendations


On a comprehensive basis, the Township should:
Capitalize on recreational amenities and connectivity to promote a sense of community and
facilitate wellness initiatives;
 Reach a consensus on residential development in the context of market and demographic
trends, external mandates (e.g., COAH), available properties, and the needs of existing and
future residents (including seniors and young adults, for whom Township housing alternatives are
presently lacking); and






Develop a clear Township communication strategy to inform and involve the residents.

These objectives must be pursued in the context of maintaining the suburban character
of the Township, and cognizant of the redevelopment “decision tree”
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Redevelopment “Decision Tree”
What are the Township’s typical options when presented with a redevelopment proposal?
What are the alternatives?

1. Status Quo

2. Negotiated
Development

3. Develop –
Existing Zoning

4. Develop –
Court Ordered

• Unlikely –
objective of
investment is
return
• Redevelopment
is inevitable

• Strategic
Partnership “Give/Take”
• Township Retains
Element of
Control

• Does Use Fit
Within
Neighboring
Uses?
• Likely increase in
traffic/use

• Developer crafts
plan to suit
judicial, not
Township,
objectives
• e.g., COAH
mandates

Facts and circumstances of every project will be different; the only consistent theme is that a
proactive partnership between the Township and developers provides the best path to a
mutually optimal solution
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Data
A critical component of informed, fact-based decision-making


Objective: Leverage
continuously improving
technology and data
analytics to facilitate
informed decisionmaking and identify
relevant demographics
and trends.
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Data


Conclusions/Recommendations
Identify data sources that can be leveraged by the Township’s governing body.
 Facilitate the analysis of this data to aid in decision-making aligned with
Hanover 2026 objectives.
 Key questions that will impact the Township in the coming years, and should
inform strategic decision-making, include the following:




How will continuing demographic changes impact the Township?



What are the implications of a declining student population?



What types of amenities will individual and business residents expect?



How will we develop Hanover’s “town center?”



How will we evaluate redevelopment alternatives?
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Transportation
Hanover Township – as the “Crossroads of Morris County” – is
blessed with infrastructure, but plagued by through-traffic


Objective: Cognizant of fiscal and
practical limitations, the Township
should continuously engage in
strategic evaluation and management
of its transportation infrastructure, and
leverage available State and County
resources to optimize logistics for its
residents and businesses.
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Transportation


Conclusions/Recommendations





Communicate with Hanover residents about recent transportation
improvements (e.g., Jefferson Rd.,/Rt. 10 intersection, Ridgedale/Hanover
Corridor) and improvements that will be addressed in the near future.
Guide development projects to facilitate achievable transportation
improvements.
Lead a discussion with major area employers, nearby towns, the County,
and/or the State to identify opportunities for Hanover’s businesses and
adjacent communities to leverage transit alternatives (TransOptions, etc.)to
ameliorate Hanover’s “through-traffic” concerns.
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Summary




Hanover 2026 provides a comprehensive analysis of critical drivers:


Communication



Balancing Redevelopment and Quality of Life



Data



Transportation

Based on this study, our recommendations are as follows:


Modernize and broaden Township communications platforms



Create a dedicated communications role within Township government

Develop and negotiate strategic development and redevelopment
solutions to avoid externally-driven outcomes (e.g., COAH)
 Leverage and analyze demographic and other relevant data to inform
decisions and strategic planning - “cultural change”
 Facilitate achievable transportation enhancements/management
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Appendices


Appendix A: Full report of Communication Subcommittee



Appendix B: Full report of Balancing Redevelopment & Quality of Life
Subcommittee



Appendix C: Full report of Data Subcommittee



Appendix D: Full report of Transportation Subcommittee
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